Prototropically Allosteric Probe for Superbly Selective DNA Analysis.
Selective nucleotide recognition for biosensor evolution requires rational probe design toward the binding-pattern-susceptible readout but without serious poison in selectivity from the context sequences. In this work, we synthesized a dual-function (trihydroxyphenyl)porphyrin (POH3) to target the abasic site (AP site) in ds-DNA using the trihydroxyphenyl substituent and the tetrapyrrole macrocycle as the recognition unit (RU) and the fluorescent signal unit (SU), respectively. RU and SU are separated from each other but are prototropically allosteric. We found that an appropriate pH favors formation of the nonfluorescent quinine/pyrrole (O-NH) conformer of POH3. However, the complementary hydrogen bonding of RU in O-NH with the target cytosine opposite the AP site switches on the SU fluorescence through prototropic allostery toward the phenol/isopyrrole (OH-N) conformer, while the bases thymine, guanine, and adenine totally silence this allostery, suggesting a superb selectivity in single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analysis. The role of the prototropic allostery in achieving such SNP selectivity is also evidenced using porphyrins with other hydroxyl substituent patterns. Because of the SU separation from RU, SU is not directly involved in the interaction with the AP site, and thus, the turn-on selectivity is also realized for DNA with flanking guanine, the most easily oxidized base in DNA. This tolerance to the flanking base identity has seldom been achieved in previous studies. Additionally, other DNA structures cannot bring this allostery, indicating that the combination recipe of the AP site design and the prototropically allosteric probe will find wide applications in DNA-based sensors.